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ACROSS
1. Movie monster shooting laser beams from her antennae
7. Gadget Apple calls "flat-out fun"
11. Metaphorical "goon" in Jennifer Egan's "A Visit From the Goon Squad"
15. Marron ___ (MoMA area)
16. Enterprise counselor
17. "___ the stuff to drink / For fellows whom it hurts to think": A.E. Housman
18. July 12, 1817 birthplace of this puzzle's subject
20. Wine-and-cassis aperitifs
21. Player coached by Patrick Ewing, as of spring 2017
22. Throw some shade?
23. "The Road to Emmaus" poet Spencer ___
24. Maine's highest point, climbed by this puzzle's subject while living at 39 Across
28. VFX subcategory
31. At bottom
32. Bowling-alley noise
34. Sons of Liberty concern
38. Word before history or fixation
39. Noted residence for this puzzle's subject, found in the "walled-in" letters in left-to-right order
40. Choir member's attire
41. Fluffy clouds
44. This one or that one
46. "1984" superstate inhabitants
51. Extra periods, in brief
52. "Lead-ing" workplace for this puzzle's subject before and after living at 39 Across
56. Maintains
57. Collateral, of a sort
58. "My bad!"
62. Successor of Simms in the NFL broadcast booth
63. Where this puzzle's subject had an involuntary one-night stay while living at 39 Across
66. Barely achieves, with "out"
67. Numbers to be crunched
68. "Doh!" opposite
69. Places for clippers and cutters
70. It may be 30 inches, to a drill sergeant
71. Bardic order to leave

DOWN
1. "It was my understanding that there would be no ___" (Chase "SNL" line)
2. Roman emperor between Galba and Vitellius
3. Make an effort
4. Hank Williams's original given name
5. Long to undo
6. Org. for many residents
7. Triumphant dieter's exclamation
8. Joy-buzzer handshakes and such
9. Circulatory pipelines
10. Throw some shade?
11. "Buck up!"
12. Confession about a story
13. "Gracias," across the Pyrenees
14. Ruhr Valley industrial center
15. Sun Devil rival
23. Olympic event, often
25. Long-lasting stuff in a Hanukkah miracle
26. "___ Femme Mariée" (Godard film)
27. Cable channel with the slogan "Boom"
28. Glades swimmer
29. Indian spiritual teacher, perhaps
30. Egyptian spiritual teacher, perhaps
33. Symbol on many a health-insurance statement
35. Studio that spawned 1 Across
36. Provide bad service?
37. Grunge generation, informally
42. Character who exited Sesame Street in 2016
43. "Nonvirtual" initialism added to the OED in 2016
44. Brian who produced Devo
45. Its stamps use kosher glue: Abbr.
47. Like some tubers
48. Bernadette or Genevieve, par exemple
49. Polar buildup
50. 50, for Sn
52. Father of Eros, in many sources
53. Recreate, in a way
54. Site of Hercules' lion-related labor
55. Battle cry against Cobra Commander
59. Diamond Head's island
60. Subatomic particle
61. Place in a lineup
63. Some investment choices, briefly
64. Monogram of the literary figure who was the landowner of the residence at 39 Across
65. Babe of folk-tale fame, e.g.